Betts OEM or field replacement modules are completely sealed with no external splices and are ready to install. All modules include a specified length of 4 conductor cable. Modules are only currently available in incandescent bulb.

**PART NO. STAINLESS STEEL**

- **435001** Street side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail/license, stop/tail/license. Module is provided with 7' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, yellow, brown) and a (4) hole mounting plate. Module has two reflectors and license plate mounting clips. Frame only part number is 920363.

- **435002** Curb side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 7' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and a (4) hole mounting plate. Module has two reflectors installed. Frame only part number is 920364.

**PART NO. ALUMINUM**

- **435003** Street side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail/license, stop/tail/license. Module is provided with 7' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, yellow, brown) and a (6) hole mounting plate. Module has license plate mounting clips installed. Frame only part number is 920365.

- **435004** Curb side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 7' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and a (6) hole mounting plate. Frame only part number is 920366.

**PART NO. STAINLESS STEEL**

- **435005** Street side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 10-1/2' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and (3) 1-14 x 15 mounting studs are welded to the bottom of the module for installation. Module has two reflectors installed. Frame only part number is 920590.

- **435006** Curb side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 10-1/2' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and (3) 1-14 x 15 mounting studs are welded to the bottom of the module for installation. Module has two reflectors installed. Frame only part number is 920591.

**PART NO. STAINLESS STEEL**

- **435009** Street side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail/license, stop/tail/license, stop/tail/license. Module is provided with 8' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, yellow, brown) and a (4) hole mounting channel. Module has three reflectors and license plate mounting clips. Frame only part number is 920595.

- **435010** Curb side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 8' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and a (4) hole mounting channel. Module has three reflectors installed. Frame only part number is 920596.

**PART NO. ALUMINUM**

- **435011** Street side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail/license, stop/tail/license, stop/tail/license. Module is provided with 8' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, yellow, brown) and a (4) hole mounting channel. Module has three reflectors and license plate mounting clips. Frame only part number is 920597.

- **435012** Curb side module consists of a marker lamp, turn/tail, stop/tail. Module is provided with 8' of 4 conductor cable (red, white, green, brown) and a (4) hole mounting channel. Module has three reflectors installed. Frame only part number is 920598.